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Self-Contained Bolt-on Propulsion Subsystem:
(4) Flight-Proven 1N LMP-103S Thrusters.
Thrusters Canted 8° for Provide Pitch, Yaw & Roll. 
3.96N net Delta-V Thrust (Throttleable).
Total Impulse: ≥12,000 N-sec.
Minimum On/Off Pulse Width: 100ms.




12V/25W (max) for Controller, Valves & Sensors.
28V/50W (max) for Valve Enable & Heater Power.
RS422 Data Bus Command & Control Interface.
PWM Electronic Pressure Regulators w/Cross-
Cross-Strapped Drivers, Redundant Valves & 
Sensors.
Redundant, Closed-Loop Catalyst Bed Heaters.
Range Safety Features:
Non-Toxic LMP-130S Monopropellant.
(3) Seals Against LMP or GHe Leakage.
Benign GHe Pressurant.
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Integrated Propulsion System Schematic & Performance
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Bradford ECAPS LMP-103S 1N Thrusters
LMP-103S Monopropellant:
ADN (Ammonium DiNitrimide) Based Propellant
Non-Toxic, Non-Carcinogenic
UN / US 1.4S (Commercial Aircraft Classification)
Safe Fueling without SCAPE suits
>6% Higher Specific Impulse vs. Hydrazine
24% Higher Propellant Density than Hydrazine
Can be Stored for >20 Years
Insensitive to Space Radiation
Insensitive to Air and Humidity
Broad Storage Temperature Range (-7° to +120°C)
1N High Performance Green Propellant Thrusters:
Flight Proven for Over Ten Years
(82) Thrusters Flown on 21 Spacecraft
Qualified for 60,000 Pulses
Qualified for 1.5 hour Continuous Firing
Broad Operating Temperature Range (-5°C to 60°C)
Non-Corrosive Exhaust Gases (H2O, N2, H2, CO, CO2)
Hundreds of Thrusters in Production or Waiting for Launch
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Integrated Propulsion System Envelope
Compact: Approximately the Size of a Basketball
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Three Flight Integrated Propulsion Systems Delivered
All Three Flight Systems Successfully Completed Proto-Flight Testing 
IPS SN0001 IPS SN0002 IPS SN0003
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IPS Test Plan Overview 
Four Phases of Testing to Verify Flight Hardware:
1. Engineering Model (Flat Sat) Testing at VACCO and Customer 
Facilities (Ref. SSC20-IX-02).
2. Thruster Acceptance Testing Using VACCO Valves by Bradford 
ECAPS in Sweden (Ref. SSC20-IX-02).
3. IPS Burst Test at VACCO’s California Facility (Ref. SSC20-IX-02).
4. IPS Proto-flight Testing with Thruster Simulators at VACCO’s 
California Facility delineated herein.
1. Engineering 
Model Testing
2. Thruster Acceptance 
Testing
3. IPS Burst Testing 4. IPS Proto-Flight Testing
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Summary of Test Results Presented in SSC20-IX-02 
All three IPS Passed Pre-Proto Flight Testing
1. Engineering Model (Flat Sat) Testing at VACCO and Customer Facilities: Successfully 
Validated Controller Component Selection, Circuit and Software.
2. Thruster Acceptance Testing Using VACCO Valves by Bradford ECAPS in Sweden:  
Twelve of Twelve Thrusters Passed Acceptance Testing.
3. IPS Burst Test at VACCO’s California Facility: Structure Met Requirements and 
Ruptured with 490% Margin against GHe Max Design Pressure.
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IPS Protoflight Test Plan 
1. Examination of Product: <9 kg (<19.8 lbm) dry including thruster mass simulators
2. Proof Pressure Testing, 1.25X Max Design Pressure adjusted for strength at +40°C:
a) Pressurant volume: 66.36 bar (962.5 psid).
b) Propellant volume 55.15 bar (800 psid).
3. Functional Testing:
a) External leakage: <1x10-6 sccs GHe at 53.09 bar (770 psid) pressurant volume 
& 44.12 bar (640 psid) propellant volume.
b) Pressurant Valve Leakage: <1x10-5 sccs GHe at 53.09 bar (770 psid).
c) Propellant Valve Leakage: <1x10-4 sccs GHe at 44.12 bar (640 psid).
d) Valve Operation/Response Testing: All valves individually tested.
e) Pressure Control Valve Test: Both PCVs tested at 22 bar (320 psia) setpoint.
f) Pressure Sensor Verification: All three pressure sensors individually verified.
g) Power & Telemetry verifications.
4. Electrical Functional Test: Closed-loop thruster heaters and PWA heater verified.
5. Pressure Regulation Test: Closed-loop propellant pressure regulation at 20.34 bar 
(295 psia) setpoint and flow verification (using water).
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IPS Protoflight Test Plan… 
6. Random Vibration Test: System filled with GHe & water:
a) 10.76 Grms lateral directions, 13.94 Grms axial direction (thruster simulators).
b) Post-vibe wet functional test.
7. Throughput Verification: 4400 cc minimum, a one-time design test.
8. Post-Vibe Ambient Functional Testing (see test #3).
9. Thermal Vacuum Testing (TVAC):
a) 8.5 total cycles from +65°C to -5°C while powered and operating.
b) Initial cycle includes non-operational temperature dwells at +75°C & -15°C
c) Functional testing at first and last cycle operating temperature plateaus 
including controller cold/hot starts.
d) Controller powered during thermal excursions operational temperatures only.
10. Post-TVAC Ambient Functional Testing (see test #3).
11. Thruster Installation with thrust vector verification and heater/sensor functional test.
12. Final Examination of Product and packaging for shipment.
Protoflight Testing Supplemented by a Burst Test Perform on a Burst Test Specimen
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IPS Protoflight Test Status 
• Assembly of all three IPS units is complete
• All Three Flight Systems Passed Protoflight Testing
Proto Flight Testing is Complete with All Three Systems Delivered for Flight
IPS with thruster mass simulators installed IPS installed in Proof Pressure test set-up Vibe fixture survey using 
mass simulator complete
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PTP Examination of Product & Proof Pressure Test
Post-test visual and dimension inspection confirmed all 3 IPS successfully passed 
Proof Pressure Test without structural degradation or permanent deformation
Examination of Product
1. Each IPS was inspected against the Interface 
Control Drawing for dimensional and dry weight 
(9 kg max.) compliance.
Proof Pressure Test
1. Pressurant and propellant sections of the IPS 
were pressurized to 68.40 bar (992 psid) and 
56.88 bar (825 psid) respectively and held for a 
minimum of 5 minutes.
2. Test pressures were adjusted to account for 
reduced material strength at maximum design 
temperature.
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PTP Random Vibration Test
Post-vibration functional and electrical tests confirmed all 3 IPS met PTP Random 
Vibration Test levels and requirements
1. Propellant tank filled with equivalent mass of 
water to simulate fully fueled system with 
LMP-103S at launch.
2. IPS subjected to PTP level Random vibration 
level of 10.76 Grms on the lateral axes, and 
13.94 Grms on the axial axis.
3. Low-g sine sweep pre- and post-random 
vibration in each orthogonal axis to ensure 
assembly integrity, along with electrical 
checks to verify IPS controller and software 
operation.
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PTP Thermal Vacuum Test
IPS demonstrated its capability to function under both operating and non-operating 
temperature extremes in vacuum
1. Thermal conduction plates installed on IPS to 
heat/cool system in vacuum.
2. 8.5 thermal cycles:
• IPS powered – operating temperature 
extremes at +65°C & -5°C, with 1 hour of 
thermal soak after achieving thermal 
equilibrium
• IPS unpowered – non-operating 
temperature extremes at +5°C & -15°C 
(cycle 1 only), with hot/cold start 
verifications
3. Flow and electrical tests to verify system 
operation during hot/cold dwells.
4. Post-thermal vacuum tests to confirm system 
functionality.
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PTP Mechanical Functional Test
All IPS Valves met the leakage requirement during and after Protoflight Testing
1. Each IPS underwent a battery of Functional Tests before and after every potentially 
destructive test.
2. Tables showing a sample of final leakage test data:









Reverse thruster valve 
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PTP Electrical Functional Test
All 3 IPS passed Electrical Functional verification and checks during PTP Testing
1. Electrical Functional Test is performed on each IPS, including health checks from 
various analog sensors when the system is in operation.
2. Thruster catalytic bed and PWA heaters temperature regulation tests are 
performed.
3. Other components of the Electrical Control System (ECS) is tested and verified 
during Thermal Vacuum and Mechanical Functional Tests
4. Pressure regulation tests are also performed to verify and validate the operation 
of the hardware and software
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PTP 1N Thruster Integration and Verification
All 3 IPS met all Thruster Electrical test and verification steps per PTP requirement
1. ECAPS 1N Thrusters were installed after 
successful completion of all dynamic and 
thermal PTP testing.
2. IPS thrust vector verification verified by 
inspection using a CMM.
3. Final thruster electrical functional testing 
to verified both primary and redundant 
catalyst bed heater control loop operation.
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Conclusions
Monopropellant Integrated Propulsion System (IPS) for ESPA-
Class Small Satellites:
Complete, Bolt-on Propulsion System
Non-Toxic, Flight-Proven LMP-103S Propellant
(4) 1N ECAPS Thrusters Provide Pitch, Yaw & Roll
3.96N net Delta-V Thrust (Throttleable)
Total Impulse: ≥12,000 N-sec
Integral controller with Health Monitoring
Compact, Robust, All-Welded Titanium Construction
Propellant/Pressurant Storage w/(3) Seals Against Leakage
Engineering Model (Flat Sat) Successfully Validated Controller 
Component Selection, Circuit and Software.
All Twelve 1N Thrusters Passed Hot-Fire Acceptance Testing at 
Bradford ECAPS.
IPS Passed Burst Pressure Test with 490% Rupture Margin.
All Three Flight Systems Passed Protoflight Testing.
Flight Systems have been Successfully Integrated into their 
Host Spacecraft.Integrated Propulsion System
